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NEW QUESTION: 1
The GetExternalOrder() method in the ExternalQueueService
service is throwing a runtime error. The method must query the
database for a record that matches the orderNum parameter
passed to the method.
You need to modify the queryString string to retrieve the
record.
With which code segment should you replace line EQ64?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Option
Option
Option
Option

C
A
B
D

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A deployment manager is working with a software development
group to assess the security of a new
version of the organization's internally developed ERP tool.
The organization prefers to not perform
assessment activities following deployment, instead focusing on
assessing security throughout the life
cycle. Which of the following methods would BEST assess the
security of the product?
A. Penetration testing of the production environment
B. Vulnerability scanning of the production environment
C. Peer review prior to unit testing
D. Static code analysis in the IDE environment
E. Penetration testing of the UAT environment
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An organization plans to build a cloud using some of the
existing data center infrastructure. Specifically, they want to
use the existing FC storage infrastructure to support cloud
hosts. However, they want to logically separate the cloud
storage traffic from the existing data center storage traffic
within this infrastructure. Which mechanism can be used to meet
this requirement?
A. MPIO
B. Masking
C. VSAN
D. VLAN
Answer: B
Explanation:
The use of VSANs allows the isolation of traffic within
specific portions of the network. If a problem occurs in one
VSAN, that problem can be handled with a minimum of disruption
to the rest of the network. VSANs can also be configured
separately and independently. Note: Virtual storage area
network (VSAN) is a collection of ports from a set of connected
Fibre Channel switches, that form a virtual fabric. Ports
within a single switch can be partitioned into multiple VSANs,
despite sharing hardware resources. Conversely, multiple
switches can join a number of ports to form a single VSAN.
Incorrect: Not A: Microsoft Multipath I/O (MPIO) is a
Microsoft-provided framework that allows storage providers to
develop multipath solutions that contain the hardware-specific
information needed to optimize connectivity with their storage
arrays. MPIO is protocol-independent and can be used with Fibre
Channel, Internet SCSI (iSCSI), and Serial Attached SCSI (SAS)
interfaces in Windows [email&#160;protected] 2008, Windows

Server 2008 R2 and Windows Server 2012. Not D: Logical Unit
Number Masking or LUN masking is an authorization process that
makes a Logical Unit Number available to some hosts and
unavailable to other hosts. LUN masking operates at Layer 4 of
the Fibre Channel protocol.
Reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VSAN

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company uses the Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations
Warehouse management module.
The company requires production waves to be processed in batch.
You need to configure wave processing.
In which order should you perform the actions? To answer, move
all actions from the list of actions to the answer area and
arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
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